
LINKEDIN WORKSHEET
LinkedIn is a great place to start in social media because it is the largest
professional network. Use this checklist to optimize your profile. 

UPDATE YOUR PROFILE:

RECOMMENDATIONS:

CONNECTIONS:

Include name, title and company you work for 
Update your summary – this should be 2-3 paragraphs that are an
overview of your experience and expertise.  
Update your experience – updated photo, work history (last 10 years),
dates, experience and education. 
Skills and expertise - think of this section as the ‘keywords’ for your
profile. Pick 7-10 key words to describe your specialties and/or areas of
expertise. These are skills that people can endorse you for and also can
suggest additional skills you may not have listed. 

Make a list here of the 5-10 people you could leave a recommendation for on
LinkedIn. It could other agents, clients, lenders, stagers, photographers, etc.

Reach out to the last 5-10 clients you have worked with and send them a
LinkedIn request. Add your LinkedIn profile link to your email signature
Brainstorm below additional colleagues and/or clients you could connect
with.

 



LINKEDIN WORKSHEET
Creating original content on LinkedIn is a great way to build your expertise,
enhance your LinkedIn profile and create a piece of content you can share to
your email database or other social networks. 

BRAINSTORM 5-10 TOPIC IDEAS:

BLOG POST CHECKLIST

Introductory paragraph
Featured image (use Canva.com to create a unique image)
Body of blog post - break up the body into smaller sections and/or bullet
points
Optional: in the body of the blog post add an additional photo or two (you can
also embed a YouTube video if you have your own video content)
Closing paragraph with call to action (i.e. to comment, contact you, etc.)
Add a 2-3 byline at the end of your blog post with a link to your website


